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Conference Information
Conference Schedule
8 a.m. - 9 a.m.
9 a.m. - 9:40 a.m.
9:50 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.
10:55 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.
11:50 a.m. - 12:25 p.m.
12:35 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Check-in/Book & Art Fair (Sports & Fitness Center)
Keynote Presentation
Session I
Session II
Lunch/Book & Art Fair (Sports & Fitness Center)
Session III

Sessions are handicap accessible—please indicate any special requirements.

Keynote Presentation By Ken
Lonnquist
Join Ken Lonnquist as he shares his songs,
approach to writing and talks about how music
reinforces the mood of the written word. Hear
songs about history, nature, funny stuff that
happens in the news, friendship and love. It’s all
there in Kenland—the place in Ken’s brain, where
his imagination lives!

Special Thanks to Our Sponsors!
This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a grant from
the Prairie Lakes Regional Arts Council, thanks to a legislative appropriation from
the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund. Additional grant funds were also provided
by the Prairie Ecology Bus Center. Hosted by Bethany Lutheran College.
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Conference Information
Don’t Forget:
•• REGISTER – Registration is online only. Visit www.mnscsc.org/ywac and
click the “Register” button.
•• CHAPERONES – Schools or parents/guardians must provide their own
chaperones. All chaperones participate free of charge, but must register online.
•• LUNCH – Food and beverage will not be available for purchase. Students
and chaperones should provide their own lunch and beverage.
•• BOOK & ART FAIR – A book and art fair will be available in the Sports &
Fitness Center and will feature books and other materials from conference
presenters. Cash and check payments will be accepted.

Please Note:
• Sessions fill up fast! Register early to reserve a seat in your favorite sessions.
• Students in grades 3–8 may attend on either March 12 or March 13. Choose
the day that works best for you or your group. If you are attending with your
school, make sure you know which day your school has decided to attend.
Please select session numbers from your grade range, noting some sessions
span multiple grades. Not all sessions are offered each day.
• The sessions are located in various buildings on the Bethany Campus.
Please dress according to the weather as you will need to travel outside to
different buildings throughout the day.
• As a participant at the Young Writers & Artists Conference, you grant SCSC
permission to publish your photo and/or name for promotional purposes.
• By registering, you release, absolve, and hold harmless South Central
Service Cooperative, its employees, and agents from any damage resulting
from injury incurred while participating in the Young Writers & Artists
Conference. You understand SCSC assumes no responsibility before,
during or after the conference.
• No refunds will be issued for absence on the day of the conference.
Cancellations must be made 3 days prior to the event to receive a refund
or a replacement may attend in your place. Online payments incur a service
charge in the event of a refund.

Online registration questions/assistance, contact Mary Hillmann:
mhillmann@mnscsc.org or 507-389-2509
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Sessions for Grades 3–4
1. Creating Rural Art (Tuesday, March 12 only)

Ever wonder who those people are in the famous painting “American Gothic?” Come find
out in this session! We’ll learn some brief history on the artist Grant Wood. He lived just across
the border in Iowa. In addition to “American Gothic,” he is also famous for his rural landscape
pictures. We will try our hand at some landscape pictures of our own – Grant Wood style.
Kari Sehloff

2. Nature Stories Need Telling! (Tuesday, March 12 only)

Do you pay attention to the furry, flying and swimming critters around you? Their stories
need to be shared! Join us as we write an article together for a website, newspaper,
Facebook or for your own journal. We’ll bring sample specimens and photos of animals
and birds you’ve never experienced before. We need your creative genius to assist us in
telling their story. Come prepared for surprises!
Art and Barb Straub

3. Let’s Write a Fun, Imaginative, Meaningful Song! (Tuesday, March 12 only)

Collaborate to choose a song topic, angle or point of view, voice and mood. Experiment
with styles and chords, pace and rhythm, and brainstorm lyrics to create a song by the
end of the session!
Ken Lonnquist

4. Kumihimo: The Art of Japanese Braiding (Wednesday, March 13 only)

Kumihimo, which means to gather or combine, is a common Japanese braiding
technique. Strands of yarn or string become a colorful braided cord through the use of
a cardboard or plastic wheel. These cords are then used for decorative and functional
purposes. Join us to learn more about Kumihimo and make a braided bracelet.
Lynn Callahan and Colleen Patterson

5. Writing on the Edge (Wednesday, March 13 only)

Join us in this session to explore extreme sports and how to write about them!
Patrick Ryan

6. Feeling stuck? Tools, Tricks and Tactics for Kickstarting Creativity

As writers, we know the importance of developing good writing habits. “Butt in chair”
is a famous writing mantra. But it’s easier said than done, isn’t it? Some days it’s just hard.
Sometimes we’re just stuck. In this session, we’ll explore a grab bag of tools, tactics and
tricks for overcoming “writer’s block” while using writing prompts, playing with structure,
exploring writing related apps and more. Because the best way to deal with feeling stuck
is to write right through it!
Aimée Bissonette

7. Unique and Fun Card Making

Using a variety of arts, crafts and recycled supplies, you will create a variety of special
occasion cards.
Marcella Eilders

8. Theater Characters

Join us for activities that help develop theater characters in various situations. There will
be movement and other fun activities as we work facial expressions, gestures and group
interaction. Bring your energy and creative imagination!
Marie Kreft
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Sessions for Grades 3–4 (Continued)
9. Global Line Dance: Patterns in Time and Space

Take a trip around the world and travel through time as you learn line and circle dances
from all over the globe. Some are familiar, some are peculiar, but all are fun!
Kate Stuart

10. Super Power Character Creation

Do you love super heroes? This session involves creating your own super hero or heroine
by first discussing characteristics and then drawing a super hero of your own! This class is
jam-packed with a variety of super hero examples and hints for helping you create your
original character.
Scott Rolfs

11. Soft Pastels Made Easy

In this workshop, students will be introduced to the art of hand tinting black and white
photographs using soft pastels chalk. Each student will receive a black and white photo
and work with soft pastels to add their own flavor and bring the photo to life, producing
a framable work of art.
Terri Michels

12. Human, Alien or Monster

Using the what-where-why method, design characters for fantasy or science fiction
stories and explore how creating a character can help you develop the beginnings of a
story. Work together to select adjectives for character description using the five senses
and then develop your own characters to share with the group.
Kathryn Sullivan

13. Are You Trying to be Funny?

Some people will tell you, “Don’t make me laugh,” but not here. Please make me laugh.
You are funny. Use your imagination to make others laugh.
Al Batt

14. Here There Be Monsters!

In this class, learn how popular authors like J.K. Rowling, Rick Riordan and R.L. Stine
come up with memorable dragons, monsters and other fantastical beasts to make them
believable and exciting for the reader. You will have an opportunity to unlock your
imagination and unleash your own creature, using sketching and storytelling tips!
Nicholas “Oz” Ozment

15. Communicating Through Illustration and Design

Artists are fascinated by the world of illustration and design. The skill of communicating
through art or design is just as important as writing and speaking skills. We will view samples
of logos, book covers, poster designs and talk about what makes them work and how they
make us feel. Then create your own illustrated book cover based on your new skills.
Gregory Wimmer

16. Readers Theater

Let’s put on a show! Readers Theater is a theater experience that practices reading with
expression. Props, simple costumes, a zany script, tongue twisters and an energetic
director will combine for an hour of fun and performance.
Melanie Schmidt
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Sessions for Grades 3–4 (Continued)
17. Make It Even Worse! How to Use Extreme Conflict in Your Story

A story without conflict doesn’t go anywhere but sometimes coming up with the right
conflict for a story is hard. This session leads you through a process of finding a conflict,
then making things even worse for your characters, and then even worse than that! This
fun process can help you find your way deeper into your story. Bring your imagination
and willingness to have fun making things go badly.
Melanie Heuiser Hill

18. Who Are Your Crew?

Learn how to make secondary characters to support your story and main cast! Every pirate
captain needs a crew, so come prepared to discover who these scurvy dogs be and how
they fit your story!
Ozgur K. Sahin

19. The Clue to Writing a Great Mystery

Mysteries are mind puzzles told in the form of tension-packed stories. In this session
you’ll learn how to string together clues to keep your readers in suspense. Explore your
imagination and the outside world for ideas that could become baffling story elements.
Investigate how to build action, shadowy suspects and spooky settings into your writing.
In-class activities and writing prompts will take the mystery out of mystery-writing!
Lisa Bullard

20. Character Connections: The What and Why of Who

What is at the heart of any good story? The characters! In this class, we will do several fun
activities to help you think about your characters. Then you will have the chance to bring
your characters to life on the page!
Nancy Loewen

21. I’m a Poet, You’re a Poet, Everyone’s a Poet

You will discover what makes a writing a poem, and why everyone is writing poetry! Bring
your imagination—We will have a few surprises that we will pull from our poetry bag to
help you write a new poem.
Susan Chambers
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Sessions for Grades 5–8
22. Let’s Write a Fun, Imaginative, Meaningful Song! (Tuesday, March 12 only)

Collaborate to choose a song topic, angle or point of view, voice and mood. Experiment
with styles and chords, pace and rhythm, and brainstorm lyrics to create a song by the
end of the session!
Ken Lonnquist

23. Information Detective (Tuesday, March 12 only)

It’s on the internet, so it has to be true, right? Think again! With so much information readily
available and at your fingertips, how can you tell what’s real from what’s fake? Learn to be
a super sleuth by sorting out fact from fiction! In this session, we’ll explore how to research
accurate information and investigate credible sources for nonfiction writing.
Susan Hamen

24. Professor Origami Does Awesome and Aw(e)ful Things with Paper
(Tuesday, March 12 only)

Professor Origami will show everyone how to make passenger pigeons, flapping birds,
Pern dragons, dinosaurs or whatever other awful paper animals we have time to create.
We will work together to fold colorful squares of paper into awesome animals, helping
each other as needed. You will take home at least one piece of original origami that you
made yourself, the knowledge to make more at home and another origami animal made
by Professor Origami.
Bill and Peggy Cosgrove

25. Where in the World Would You Find a YAB? (Wednesday, March 13 only)

You’re off to middle school! It’s a big change for you, and YAB is here to make the
transition a breeze. Even if you’re already in middle school, you can take something away
from this session as YAB advice is timeless! Join us for a YAB-Celebration where we’ll listen
to book readings, talk about becoming an author and create your own YAB (once you
discover what that is)!
Krista Betcher

26. Writing About Hope (Wednesday, March 13 only)

What is your greatest hope? What do you imagine other people hope for? Get advice
from published authors on writing. Learn about opportunities for writing competitions
and how to create winning entries!
Rachel Hanel

27. What Do You See?

We take photographs of each other everyday in our minds. How much of what we project
onto reality is shaped by personal experience rather than pop culture? Challenge your
perceptions and biases to make connections between stories, people and the world.
Wing Huie

28. Monster in the Making

The session will dive into the world of character design for television shows, gaming and
comics. Students will learn the tradition and evolution of designing characters.
Dennis Lo
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Sessions for Grades 5–8 (Continued)
29. Picasso Portrait: The Rooster

How did Picasso use cubism to draw portraits? Learn from examples how profile and
frontal views of a face merge to form a typical “Picasso” portrait. Then create a Picassostyle rooster with chalk and oil pastels. We will plan for amazing results and will have
fun looking at how each depiction is different. Learn a bit about Picasso as well as how
“different” doesn’t mean “wrong.”
Victor Yepez

30. Wood Pallet Painting Party!

We will create a wood pallet sign by stenciling and painting a fun, uplifting quote.
Laura Doyen

31. Global Line Dance: Patterns in Time and Space

Take a trip around the world and travel through time as you learn line and circle dances
from all over the globe. Some are familiar, some are peculiar, but all are fun!
Kate Stuart

32. Super Power Character Creation

Do you love super heroes? This session involves creating your own super hero or heroine
by first discussing characteristics and then drawing a super hero of your own! This class is
jam-packed with a variety of super hero examples and hints for helping you create your
original character.
Scott Rolfs

33. Soft Pastels Made Easy

In this workshop, students will be introduced to the art of hand tinting black and white
photographs using soft pastels chalk. Each student will receive a black and white photo
and work with soft pastels to add their own flavor and bring the photo to life, producing
a framable work of art.
Terri Michels

34. Hints and Tricks to Make Your Writing Come Alive

Learn and practice simple hints and tricks to make your writing come alive! Explore
the tricks for settings that soar, dialogues that delight, action that amazes, characters
with charisma, showing that’s not slowing and telling that’s compelling. Join us in this
workshop that is a little bit crazy with a lot of interaction, noise, drama and fun.
J. Michael Blumer

35. Origami Flip Flop

You may have folded origami before, but you’ve never folded origami quite like this!
In this session you will learn to fold an origami model created by German folder, Heinz
Strobl. The action origami model, named Flip Flop, is made by folding strips of paper and
locking them together to become a model that you can move. Be ready for a surprise
and endless fun when your model is complete!
Kathleen Sheridan

36. How to Create a Fun Murder Mystery!

Discover the elements required in a successful fun (age-appropriate) murder mystery.
Then improvise (act out without a script) some story lines to create your own mystery!
Those who want to act may do so, but it is not required.
Paul Warshauer
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Sessions for Grades 5–8 (Continued)
37. Doodle-Diddlee-Design an Ad!

Super Bowl ads catch our interest and Shark Tank inventions inspire, but you can up the
game with your own creativity! Our world is a visual one but words still hold the upper
hand when it comes to selling. Work with a partner or on your own to create a 60-second
ad for a product or service – preferably a new invention! Creative minds unite!
Mary Bleckwehl

38. Creating Phantasmic Worlds

Create a world your readers can dive into! Learn about world-building tips and
techniques to craft a believable, unique setting for your characters, no matter the genre.
El Holly

39. A Prop-tastic Beginning

Grab a prop and your reader’s attention by beginning your story with plenty of
action and movement. We will use props, along with a writing “recipe” for success,
to create exciting opening scenes that will work for every fiction genre. After a quick
demonstration, students will choose a prop and test the method for themselves.
Jennifer L. Davidson

40. Now He Belongs to the Artists: Abraham Lincoln in Photographs, Sculpture,
Cartoons and Poetry
Even during his lifetime, Abraham Lincoln’s distinctive face and other physical
characteristics (he remains the tallest president in American history at 6’4’’) captured the
interest of many authors and artists. We will explore some of these historical works. You
will then have the opportunity to design your own political cartoon, presidential portrait
or write a poem about Lincoln.
Bryce Stenzel

41. Creating (Incredible) Characters

How do writers create characters that feel real? How can we make readers believe in
a person or creature who does not exist? In this fiction workshop, we will get to know
our characters, starting with the basic details and then digging deeper. We’ll pick our
characters’ pockets, look at their wish lists and peek into their journals, all while learning
about motivation, backstory and voice.
Jacqueline West

42. Everything I Know About Writing, I Learned from Professional Wrestling

Heroes, villains, epic battles, drama – professional wrestling has it all. In fact, it has
everything a writer needs to tell a great story. Examine the various elements of this fanfavorite scripted sport and use them for character development, conflict and plot twists.
Grab a ringside seat and get ready for a wild and hilarious time learning how writers can
learn a lot from professional wrestlers!
Ryan Jacobson

43. Spark Creativity: Games for the Actor (Wednesday, March 13 only)

It all begins with a spark! Jump start your creativity and excitement for acting with improv
and drama games and scenes. This crash course can help you create a character, justify
character choices and simply enjoy the art of acting!
Delanie Wiedrich
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**This is not a valid registration. Online registration is required**

Young Writers & Artists Conference
Payment Coupon
Please write: YWAC and the student's name in the memo line of your check.
Attach this payment coupon to receive proper credit.
Attending on: ______March 12 _____March 13

Grade Level _____(3–4) _____(5–8)

Name of Student ____________________________________________________________
School Name ____________________________ District Name _______________________
Name of Parent or Guardian____________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________
City ______________________ State ____ Zip ___________ Phone ____________________
Email _______________________________________________________________________
Send payment coupon and check payable to SCSC:
South Central Service Cooperative
Attn: Mary Hillmann
2075 Lookout Drive
North Mankato, MN 56003
Regular Registration (Ends March 1 or when sessions are full) – $27/student
Late Registration (March 2–8) – $37/student (limited session availability)
Walk-in Registration (March 12–13) – $37/student (limited session availability)

Students and chaperones MUST register online: www.mnscsc.org/ywac
Click the “REGISTER” button
Students: Select “Young Writers & Artists STUDENT Registration”
Chaperones: Select “Young Writers & Artists CHAPERONE Registration”
The planning form below will help you list your session choices before going online
to register. If you do not see your session listed online, it is full. Please choose another
session. Be sure to keep your email confirmation listing your conference schedule.
If you experience a problem with registration or do not receive a registration
confirmation within 24 hours, email mhillmann@mnscsc.org. Please note that many
email accounts will consider our confirmation email spam. Add mhillmann@mnscsc.org
to your safe senders list.

Online Registration Planning Form
*This is for planning purposes only. This is not a valid registration. Online registration is required.*

1st choice session _________________________________________________________
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2nd choice session ________________________________________________________
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4th choice session _________________________________________________________
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v
3rd choice session _________________________________________________________
ter o
not a
5th choice session _________________________________________________________
SCSC reserves the right to add/change classes or substitute presenters as necessary.

